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Modern employers conduct background checks on most of the people they hire. These checks are 

most often used to screen full-time salaried workers. Part-timers and hourly employees are typically 

less likely to face a thorough background check or even go through a background screening at all. 

According to a survey conducted by HR.com, 67 percent of employers screen all of their part-time 

employees, compared to 83 percent of their full-time employees.  

While companies have their reasons for this type of background screening policy, the fact is 

background checks for hourly workers are just as important as background checks for full-time 

employees. 

Why Hourly Screening Matters 
Background checks for hourly workers are important for many reasons, but the biggest reason is arguably the 

customer-facing nature of many hourly positions. It is extremely common for employees who are paid an hourly 

wage to be the ones who share the most direct contact with customers. Examples include waiters and bussers at 

restaurants; fast food workers; sales associates and cashiers at retail stores; and clerks and housekeeping staff at 

hotels. 

Hourly employees have plentiful opportunities to do things that can hurt your business, tarnish your image, and 

strain your relationship with your customers. The list of potential damages is a lengthy one. A fast food worker who 

is rude to customers or constantly has a bad attitude on the job can discourage customers from returning to that 

location. A waiter who makes lewd comments to a customer can embroil your business in a sexual harassment 

controversy. Other potential issues abound, from physical and sexual assault to credit card fraud and identity 

theft. 

Your hourly workers are often the face of your business. To put your best foot forward and maintain strong 

customer relationships and positive branding, you need to vet your hourly workers as thoroughly as you vet any 

other employee. 

Hourly Employee Screening: What Makes 
It Unique and Important? 
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Why Background Checks on Hourly Workers Don’t Always Happen 
Why are many employers still following the flawed philosophy that background checks are only important for full-

time employees?  

One big factor is the unemployment rate. Currently, we are enjoying a booming economy and a vibrant job 

market. The unemployment rate—hovering around 4.2 percent right now—makes this a job-seeker’s market. More 

people are going for full-time work (or exploring the gig economy), making quality hourly workers harder to find.  

An hourly candidate who doesn’t want a background check can probably find a job where one isn’t required. 

There could be several reasons the candidate doesn’t want to face a background check, from a criminal record to 

a desire to start working sooner. Regardless of the reason, this push against background checks from some hourly 

candidates creates a desperation factor for employers, making hourly background checks a little less common. 

Another factor is the quick hiring cycle. Many hourly candidates are looking for job opportunities where they can 

start work ASAP. According to the hourly employment website Snagajob, 52 percent of hourly candidates expect 

to hear back from employers within three days, and most can find jobs in the space of a week. Snagajob reports 

one in every three hourly candidates only submits one job application. 

In other words, hourly candidates aren’t waiting around to see if they got a job. Most of them get scooped up right 

away, while the ones that don’t hear back from employers quickly probably move on to the next potential 

employer. It’s a competitive market, and employers don’t want to miss out on good hires by taking too long. Since 

background checks can add time to the hiring process—usually just 1-3 days—employers fear they will push the 

best people to go elsewhere because they can start working faster. 

A third factor is seasonality. The busiest times for hiring and relying on hourly workers tend to be based on the 

season. Around the holidays, retail businesses add substantially to their workforces to keep up with the rush. 

Amazon.com, for instance, hires some 120,000 seasonal employees around the holidays each year. Cities and 

towns with heavy tourism seasons—particularly summer and wintertime resort towns—also rely heavily on seasonal 

and hourly workers during peaks. 

Employers don’t want to “waste” precious time on background checks when they need seasonal positions filled right 

away. If the seasonal rush is picking up and an employer still needs to hire 10 more people to keep pace, urgency 

might prompt the elimination of a background check. Since most of these hires are temporary—as in, they will work 

throughout the busy season then leave—employers sometimes feel background checks are less important than they 

would be for long-term hires. 

High turnover is another reason many employers skip background checks. If an employer must hire a new person 

for a position two or three times per year, they may not see the return on investment of running a background 

check. Background checks add costs to the hiring process, and when that process is playing out repeatedly for the 

same positions, companies desperately seek ways to trim cost and hassle. 
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Speeding Up the Hiring Process 

None of the reasons listed above negate the severe risks of failing to run a background check. Employers aren’t 

exempt from negligent hiring claims just because hiring hourly workers presents unique vetting challenges. What 

employers need to do is figure out how to expedite the hiring process without taking on extra risk. How can they 

achieve faster turnaround times without skipping the background check step? 

The first step is to pick the right background check company. At backgroundchecks.com, we offer quick turnaround 

times for a range of different background check services. We have instant database searches as well as checks 

that tend to take just 1-3 days.  

We make it easy to speed up the turnaround time of your checks even further by inviting candidates to perform 

background checks on themselves. This feature not only accelerates the process but also reduces data entry errors 

by allowing applicants to enter all their own information. Our applicant flow is optimized for mobile devices, which 

means your candidates can receive invites on their phones (or tablets) and submit their information on any device, 

from anywhere. 

We offer tools to make life easier for employers, too. We have web-based acknowledgment options to certify 

that your candidates have received applicable disclosures. We offer authorizations and notices of summary of 

rights that are compliant with the Fair Credit Reporting Act and customizable to suit your company. These features 

allow you to speed up the background check process without accidentally overlooking vital compliance 

requirements. 

Once you’ve chosen a background check company, the next step in minimizing hiring time is to nail the recruiting 

side of the equation. Here are a few strategies to help you find good people, faster. 

• Don’t rely exclusively on online hiring platforms: Posting to job boards like Monster or ZipRecruiter 

works for full-time positions but isn’t typically as effective for part-time or hourly jobs. More traditional methods—

like “Help Wanted” signs in the window of your business—still work for hourly and seasonal positions. This route 

can save you money on online posts and save you the time of putting those posts together. 

• Get creative with online hiring: While keeping things a bit more traditional is smart for hourly positions, 

that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t use the internet to your advantage, too. Use your business’s social media profiles to 

get the word out about open positions. Try Craigslist: the classified advertising site isn’t popular for full-time hiring, 

but you’d be surprised how many people looking for gigs or hourly work use it regularly. 

• Ask for referrals: Your current employees are arguably your best source for potential new hires. Ask 

people who already work for you if they have friends or family members looking for part-time jobs. 
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• Recruit through local colleges: Undergraduate students are often looking for hourly jobs to make a little 

extra cash, both during the school year and during holidays and summer break. Reaching out to the career offices 

at different colleges can be a terrific way to tap a huge pool of potential applicants. 

• Rehire people from last year: If you are hiring seasonal employees for summer or holiday peaks, try to 

rehire seasonal employees from last year. According to Snagajob, 51 percent of hiring managers who rely on 

seasonal employees make a point of rehiring workers from last season. Not every seasonal employee from last 

year will be able to return, but some will. 

The final step to speeding up the hiring process is to make quick decisions. For hourly workers, you do need a 

background check, but you don’t need multiple interviews. One will suffice. Don’t spend too much time poring over 

resumes, either. Based on research, for hourly jobs, demeanor and work ethic tend to matter more than past work 

experience or educational background. To assess things like character, work ethic, and team mentality, focus more 

on checking references.  

Finally, don’t put off making a decision! If you are going to take a few days to get organized, at least maintain 

contact with the candidate. Let them know you received their application and will be in touch, or send an email 

asking to schedule an interview. If candidates don’t hear from you, they will look elsewhere fast. 

Conclusion 
With the job market booming and so many companies looking for good hourly workers—especially at seasonal 

peaks—businesses need to get into the competitive mindset. Using the strategies outlined in this whitepaper will 

help ensure the best-possible hourly worker hiring strategy for your business.  

Most importantly, don’t forget about the background check or assume it isn’t important for part-time or temporary 

employees. Having hourly employees you can trust to be safe, respectful, and reliable will protect your brand and 

safeguard your relationships with customers. 


